Muruia
31 Dec 1900

My dear Spencer

Johnston strongly
recommends an Abbey buggy
headed harrow under offer
at £35 — he describes it as
strong and neat with splendid wheels — two
others are offered at £25
£31 respectfully. Shall
I see him to close or
turned up prefer matter
of land over until I
go to Town in early in
January? Of course this
buggy may find a buyer
in the meantime this might have to fall up with an injured article. A really good stop such as this with fuel on route showed 2 shillings at the end of our journey perhaps more.

Pour vacance of Shell infected the air is full of rumors with regard to it. Some think Johnson had go there. Watson is now at Walls and I hear his status is and to be reduced to nerves. Trim the yrs love

[Signature]